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Concordance LCDM has been remarkably 
successful on large scales	


•  CMB, large-scale structures through galaxy 
surveys, cluster abundance, cosmic web	


CMB by Planck	




However the scales probed are fairly large	


•  Direct observations of matter fluctuations on linear 
to quasi-linear scales, >~ few cMpc	


SDSS collaboration	




Interestingly, CDM seemingly doesn’t do so 
well on small-scales	


for example:	

•  Galactic halos are kinematically inconsistent with 

CDM: missing population of dense, massive 
satellites (Boylan-Kolchin+ 2012)	


6 M. Boylan-Kolchin, J. S. Bullock and M. Kaplinghat

Figure 3. Rotation curves for all subhalos with V
infall

> 30 km s�1 and V
max

> 10 km s�1, after excluding Magellanic Cloud analogs, in
each of the six Aquarius simulations (top row, from left to right: A, B, C; bottom row: D, E, F). Subhalos that are at least 2� denser
than every bright MW dwarf spheroidal are plotted with solid curves, while the remaining subhalos are plotted as dotted curves. Data
points with errors show measured V

circ

values for the bright MW dSphs. Not only does each halo have several subhalos that are too
dense to host any of the dSphs, each halo also has several massive subhalos (nominally capable of forming stars) with V

circ

comparable
to the MW dSphs that have no bright counterpart in the MW. In total, between 7 and 22 of these massive subhalos are unaccounted for
in each halo.

Draco. Even ignoring the subhalos that are completely un-
accounted for (and are yet more massive than all of the MW
dSphs), the remaining massive subhalos do not resemble the
bright MW dSph population.

3.3 High redshift progenitors of massive subhalos

To investigate the possible impact of reionization on our re-
sults, we show the evolution of the progenitors of all subhalos
with V

infall

> 30 km s�1 in Figure 4. The solid curve show
the median M(z), while the shaded region contains 68% of
the distribution, centered on the median, at each redshift.
For comparison, we also show T

vir

(z) = 104 K (the tempera-
ture at which primordial gas can cool via atomic transitions)
and 105 K (dashed lines), as well as the mass Mc(z) below
which at least half of a halo’s baryons have been removed
by photo-heating from the UV background (Okamoto et al.
2008). Subhalos with V

max

(z = 0) > 30 km s�1 lie above
Mc and T

vir

= 104 K at all redshifts plotted, indicating that
they are too massive for photo-ionization feedback to sig-
nificantly alter their gas content and thereby inhibit galaxy
formation.

Figure 5 focuses on the z = 6 properties of these sub-
halos. It shows the distribution of halo masses at z = 6
for “massive failures” (open histogram) and the remaining
subhalos (filled histogram), which are possible hosts of the
MW dSphs. The massive failures are more massive at z = 6,
on average, than the potentially luminous subhalos. This
further emphasizes that reionization is not a plausible ex-
planation of why the massive failures do not have stars: the
typical massive failure is a factor of ten more massive than
the UV suppression threshold at z = 6. Implications of this
result will be discussed in Boylan-Kolchin et al. (in prepa-
ration).

In a series of recent papers, Broderick, Chang, and
Pfrommer have postulated that the thermal history of the
IGM at late times (z . 2�3) could di↵er substantially from
standard reionization models owing to a large contribution
from TeV blazars. This modification relies on plasma in-
stabilities dissipating energy from TeV blazars in the IGM,
heating it to a temperature that is a factor of ⇠3�10 higher
than in the case of pure photo-ionization heating. Such heat-
ing would e↵ectively increase the value ofMc(z) for z . 2�3,
suppressing the stellar content of more massive halos. How-
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Interestingly, CDM seemingly doesn’t do so 
well on small-scales	


for example:	

•  Galactic halos are kinematically inconsistent with 

CDM: missing population of dense, massive 
satellites (Boylan-Kolchin+ 2012)	


•  Inner profiles of individual dwarf galaxies are too 
shallow (Moore+1994; de Blok+2001; Maccio+2012; 
Governato+2012)	


•  Number of satellite galaxies in Milky Way (Moore
+1999; Klypin+1999) and in the field (ALFALFA 
survey; Papastergis+2011; Ferrero+2012) is too low	


•  … (see Sellwood & Kosowsky 2001; Menci+ 2012; 
Boylan-Kolchin+2012)	




Appeal to baryons?���
maybe…	


•  SNe, reionization and ram pressure stripping can 
reduce baryon content, smearing out some DM 
along with them	


•  But simulations have difficulties in reproducing all 
properties even with a “tuning-knob” approach to 
feedback (e.g. Boylan-Kolchin+2012; Garrison-Kimmel 
et al. 2013; Teyssier et al. 2013)	


	




What about suppressing primordial power, e.g.���
Warm Dark Matter	


1.  Free-streaming: particles stream out of primordial potential wells, 
truncating power on scales below the distance traveled up to ~ 
radiation-matter equality (Bode+ 2001):	
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below. Even if supernova winds or heating processes inhibit
star formation in dwarf halos, and thereby suppress dwarf
galaxies, it is hard to see why these processes would act
preferentially in the voids. Another clue of potential signi!-
cance is that observations (Metcalfe et al. 2001) point to the
formation of dwarf galaxies at 3 \ Z \ 4, later than bright
galaxies. This is not what one expects in a hierarchical
theory like CDM where small objects should form !rst.

If these problems with CDM are real, they represent a
remarkable opportunity. The observed pattern of gravita-
tional clustering may be revealing the physical properties of
the dark matter. If so, this will be an invaluable clue to
physics beyond the standard model. Deciphering this clue
represents an exciting challenge in which both more re!ned
observations and numerical simulations will be needed.
Even if the conclusion of this work is that CDM theory
survives, it will have been strengthened in the process. Alter-
native theories are valuable foils against which the successes
of the better theory may be judged.

The small-scale problems mentioned above do not negate
the remarkable successes of the "CDM)

M
D 0.3, )" D 0.7

cosmology on larger scales (Bahcall et al. 1999). These
include the abundances and observed evolutionary proper-
ties of Lya clouds, large galaxies, clusters, and of course the
normalization and shape of the power spectrum of cosmic
microwave anisotropies. Therefore, it seems sensible to seek
a modest modi!cation of the scenario whose sole e†ect is to
damp small-scale structure.

Free-streaming owing to thermal motion of particles, or
Landau damping, is the simplest known mechanism for
smearing out small-scale structure. This process was central
to the hot dark matter (HDM; massive neutrino) scenario
for structure formation, which failed because the particle
speeds were too high and erased perturbations up to tens of
megaparsec scales. Structure formation was ““ top-down,ÏÏ
with galaxies forming only through fragmentation of pan-
cakes and at redshifts too low to be compatible with obser-
vation.

Warm dark matter (WDM) is just HDM cooled down.
We shall review below some of the many ideas in the liter-
ature as to how WDM might be produced. A particularly
interesting possibility is that if the reheating temperature
following inÑation is low, then standard k or q neutrinos
can be WDM. Historically, WDM was considered (and
quickly rejected) as a means of reconciling computed and
observed cluster abundances while maintaining a critical
density for the dark matter (Colombi, Dodelson, & Widrow
1996). That problem is resolved in the "CDM model by
simply lowering the dark matter density. But the new prob-
lems faced by CDM motivate reconsideration of WDM
(reincarnated now as "WDM) with a view to damping
structure on submegaparsec scales (Sommer-Larsen &
Dolgov 2001 ; Hogan & Dalcanton 2000), requiring much
lower particle velocities.

It is conventional to discuss WDM in terms of a canon-
ical candidate, a light fermion with 2 spin degrees of
freedom like the neutrino, assumed to decouple adia-
batically and while still relativistic. The number of rela-
tivistic degrees of freedom at decoupling determines the
e†ective temperature of the warm particles today, and the
dark matter density determines the WDM particle mass m

X
.

We shall discuss WDM in terms of this mass, but it should
be remembered that what really matters is the particle
streaming speed, given for the canonical particle in equation
(A3) of the Appendix.

We discuss linear perturbation theory relevant to warm
particles in the Appendix, where we derive the following
formula for the smoothing scale, de!ned as the comoving
half-wavelength of the mode for which the linear pertur-
bation amplitude is suppressed by 2 :

R
S
B 0.31

A)
X

0.3
B0.15A h

0.65
B1.3AkeV

m
X

B1.15
h~1 Mpc . (1)

The scaling given here is di†erent from that given in the
previous literature on WDM (which mostly refers to Bond
& Szalay 1983 and Bardeen et al. 1986). The scaling usually
given does not properly take into account streaming prior
to matter-radiation equality.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In ° 2 we review
particle physics mechanisms through which WDM may be
formed. In ° 3 we discuss the lower bound imposed on m

Xby the requirement of early structure formation and, in par-
ticular, of reionizing the universe (the Gunn-Peterson
constraint). In ° 4 we discuss the phase-space density
(Tremaine-Gunn) constraint and show that the initial
thermal velocities of the particles are relevant only to the
inner cores of halos, scales of hundreds of parsecs. The fol-
lowing sections are devoted to numerical results, revealing
several potential observational signatures of WDM.

We !nd that replacing CDM with WDM has the follow-
ing e†ects :

1. Smoothing of massive halo cores, lowering core den-
sities and increasing core radii.

2. Lowering greatly the characteristic density of low-
mass halos.

3. Reduction of the overall number of low-mass halos.
4. Suppression of the number of low-mass satellite halos

in high-mass halos.
5. Formation of low-mass halos almost solely within

caustic pancakes or ribbons connecting larger halos in a
““ cosmic web.ÏÏ Voids in this web are almost empty of small
halos, in contrast to the situation in CDM theory.

6. Late formation (Z \ 4) of low-mass halos, in a top-
down process.

7. Suppression of halo formation at high redshift (Z [ 5)
and increased evolution of halos at lower redshifts relative
to CDM.

The !rst four !ndings indicate that WDM holds some
promise as a solution to the satellite and core density prob-
lems of CDM. The !fth is interesting as it may solve the
problem raised by Peebles. The sixth and seventh items
point to observational tests at high redshift, where there is
the possibility of actually seeing the pancake formation as it
!rst occurs. Recent Hubble Space Telescope observations
probing galaxies at high redshift seem to indicate the forma-
tion of dwarf galaxies after bright galaxies (Metcalfe et al.
2001), which is an argument in favor of WDM. It is perhaps
worth emphasizing that W DM succeeds both in suppressing
the number of satellites in large halos, while producing a dis-
tribution of dwarf halos in a cosmic web connecting higher
mass galaxies. All of these e†ects need to be better quanti-
!ed in both observational data and simulations so that
precise statistical tests are possible.

It is a challenging problem at the limit of current numeri-
cal codes to simultaneously represent the modes responsible
for structure formation (tens of megaparsecs at least) while
resolving objects as small as dwarf galaxies less than 108
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Ciro et al. 2012). A variety of experimental measurements
may be sensitive to the small-scale structure of dark matter
halos (Simon et al. 2005; Viel et al. 2008). The most promis-
ing are future lensing experiments, which have the potential
to strongly constrain dark matter particle phenomenology
(Keeton & Moustakas 2009; Vegetti & Koopmans 2009a,b;
Vegetti et al. 2010a,b, 2012). A variety of previous work has
shown that the subhalo mass function should depend sen-
sitively on the dark matter physics and the shape of the
power spectrum. To maximize the scientific return of future
experiments therefore requires the ability to accurately and
rapidly predict the distribution of dark matter substructure
as a function of dark matter particle thermal or interaction
properties, for arbitrary power spectra.

In this work, we develop techniques to follow the growth
of nonlinear structure in non-CDM universes using a fully
consistent treatment of the extended Press-Schechter for-
malism. We demonstrate the performance of these tech-
niques by applying them to a representative case of warm
dark matter (WDM), which has the advantage of several
pre-existing N-body simulations which we utilize to test the
accuracy of our methods. WDM particles1 are lighter than
their CDM counterparts, allowing them to remain relativis-
tic for longer in the early universe and to retain a non-
negligible thermal velocity dispersion. This velocity disper-
sion allows them to free-stream out of density perturbations
and so suppresses the growth of structure on small scales
(Bond & Szalay 1983; Bardeen et al. 1986). While mass func-
tions have been previously considered in this case (Barkana
et al. 2001), we go one step further and develop methods to
compute conditional mass functions, and halo merger rates
and use these to construct merger trees in WDM universes.
These merger trees are a key ingredient required to predict
the distribution of substructure masses, positions and inter-
nal structure as is necessary to make detailed predictions for
future lensing experiments.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
§2 we describe the changes that we introduce to the ex-
tended Press-Schechter formalism to make it applicable to
the case of non-CDM scenarios (including some specifics for
the WDM case). In §3 we apply these methods to the case
of WDM, first comparing their predictions to the available
data from N-body simulations, then exploring the limita-
tions of ignoring the e↵ects of WDM velocity dispersion,
and presenting a comparison of key results between WDM
and CDM. Finally, in §4 we discuss the consequences of this
work and present our conclusions.

We also include two appendices. Appendix A gives a de-
tailed derivation of our numerical procedure for solving the
excursion set first crossing problem for arbitrary barriers.
Appendix B explores the numerical accuracy and robust-
ness of the methods developed in this work.

When comparing our analytic theory with results from
N-body simulations we will adopt the same cosmological pa-
rameters and dark matter particle properties as were used

1 The two usual candidates–both lying beyond the standard
model of particle physics–are sterile neutrinos (Dodelson &
Widrow 1994; Shaposhnikov & Tkachev 2006) and gravitinos (El-
lis et al. 1984; Moroi et al. 1993; Kawasaki et al. 1997; Gorbunov
et al. 2008).

for the simulation. These values will be listed where relevant.
For the rest of this work, specifically in §2, §3.2, §3.3 and
Appendix B we adopt a canonical a cosmological model with
⌦

M

= 0.2725, ⌦
⇤

= 0.7275, ⌦
b

= 0.0455 and H
0

= 70.2 km
s�1 Mpc�1 (Komatsu et al. 2011) and a canonical WDM
particle of mass, m

X

= 1.5 keV and e↵ective number of de-
grees of freedom g

X

= 1.5 (the expected value for a fermionic
spin- 1

2

particle).

2 METHODS

Our approach makes use of the Press-Schechter formalism
(Press & Schechter 1974; Bond et al. 1991; Bower 1991;
Lacey & Cole 1993) which, after substantial development
and tuning against N-body simulations, has proven to be
extremely valuable in understanding the statistical prop-
erties of dark matter halo growth in CDM universes. The
Press-Schechter formalism in its modern form is expressed
in terms of excursion sets–the set of all possible random
walks in density at a point as the density field is smoothed
on ever smaller scales. Halo formation corresponds to a ran-
dom walk making its first crossing of a barrier. The height
of that barrier is determined from models of the non-linear
collapse of simple overdensities.

The Press-Schechter algorithm requires three ingredi-
ents: 1) the power spectrum of fluctuations in the density
field (characterized by �(M), the fractional root-variance
in the linear-theory density field at z = 0); 2) the critical
threshold in linear-theory corresponding to the gravitational
collapse of a density perturbation, �

c

; and 3) a solution for
the statistics of excursion sets to cross this threshold. We
will address each of these three ingredients below.

2.1 Power Spectrum

We assume a power-law primordial power spectrum with
n
s

= 0.961 (Komatsu et al. 2011), and adopt the transfer
function of Eisenstein & Hu (1999). We include a modifi-
cation for warm dark matter using the fitting function of
Bode et al. (2001; as re-expressed by Barkana et al. 2001)
to impose a cut-o↵ below a specified length scale, �

s

:

T (k) ! T (k)
⇥
1 + (✏k�

s

)2⌫
⇤�⌘/⌫

, (1)

where ✏ = 0.361, ⌘ = 5 and ⌫ = 1.2 are parameters of the fit-
ting function. For our canonical WDM particle, the smooth-
ing scale2 is �

s

= 0.124 Mpc (Barkana et al. 2001; eqn. 4)
corresponding to a mass of M

s

= 4⇡⇢̄�3

s

/3 = 2.97⇥108 M�.
The power spectrum is normalized to give the required
�
8

= 0.807 (Komatsu et al. 2011) when integrated un-
der a real-space top-hat filter of radius 8h�1Mpc (where
h = H

0

/100 km s�1 Mpc�1).

2 This scale is usually approximated as being equal to the speed
of the particles at the epoch of matter-radiation equality multi-
plied by the comoving horizon scale at that time; see Bode et al.
(2001) for further discussion.

c
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Modification of the transfer function	


Smith+2011	


thermal relic)	




What about suppressing primordial power, e.g.���
Warm Dark Matter	


1.  Free-streaming: particles stream out of primordial potential wells, 
truncating power on scales below the distance traveled up to ~ 
radiation-matter equality (Bode+ 2001):	
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below. Even if supernova winds or heating processes inhibit
star formation in dwarf halos, and thereby suppress dwarf
galaxies, it is hard to see why these processes would act
preferentially in the voids. Another clue of potential signi!-
cance is that observations (Metcalfe et al. 2001) point to the
formation of dwarf galaxies at 3 \ Z \ 4, later than bright
galaxies. This is not what one expects in a hierarchical
theory like CDM where small objects should form !rst.

If these problems with CDM are real, they represent a
remarkable opportunity. The observed pattern of gravita-
tional clustering may be revealing the physical properties of
the dark matter. If so, this will be an invaluable clue to
physics beyond the standard model. Deciphering this clue
represents an exciting challenge in which both more re!ned
observations and numerical simulations will be needed.
Even if the conclusion of this work is that CDM theory
survives, it will have been strengthened in the process. Alter-
native theories are valuable foils against which the successes
of the better theory may be judged.

The small-scale problems mentioned above do not negate
the remarkable successes of the "CDM)

M
D 0.3, )" D 0.7

cosmology on larger scales (Bahcall et al. 1999). These
include the abundances and observed evolutionary proper-
ties of Lya clouds, large galaxies, clusters, and of course the
normalization and shape of the power spectrum of cosmic
microwave anisotropies. Therefore, it seems sensible to seek
a modest modi!cation of the scenario whose sole e†ect is to
damp small-scale structure.

Free-streaming owing to thermal motion of particles, or
Landau damping, is the simplest known mechanism for
smearing out small-scale structure. This process was central
to the hot dark matter (HDM; massive neutrino) scenario
for structure formation, which failed because the particle
speeds were too high and erased perturbations up to tens of
megaparsec scales. Structure formation was ““ top-down,ÏÏ
with galaxies forming only through fragmentation of pan-
cakes and at redshifts too low to be compatible with obser-
vation.

Warm dark matter (WDM) is just HDM cooled down.
We shall review below some of the many ideas in the liter-
ature as to how WDM might be produced. A particularly
interesting possibility is that if the reheating temperature
following inÑation is low, then standard k or q neutrinos
can be WDM. Historically, WDM was considered (and
quickly rejected) as a means of reconciling computed and
observed cluster abundances while maintaining a critical
density for the dark matter (Colombi, Dodelson, & Widrow
1996). That problem is resolved in the "CDM model by
simply lowering the dark matter density. But the new prob-
lems faced by CDM motivate reconsideration of WDM
(reincarnated now as "WDM) with a view to damping
structure on submegaparsec scales (Sommer-Larsen &
Dolgov 2001 ; Hogan & Dalcanton 2000), requiring much
lower particle velocities.

It is conventional to discuss WDM in terms of a canon-
ical candidate, a light fermion with 2 spin degrees of
freedom like the neutrino, assumed to decouple adia-
batically and while still relativistic. The number of rela-
tivistic degrees of freedom at decoupling determines the
e†ective temperature of the warm particles today, and the
dark matter density determines the WDM particle mass m

X
.

We shall discuss WDM in terms of this mass, but it should
be remembered that what really matters is the particle
streaming speed, given for the canonical particle in equation
(A3) of the Appendix.

We discuss linear perturbation theory relevant to warm
particles in the Appendix, where we derive the following
formula for the smoothing scale, de!ned as the comoving
half-wavelength of the mode for which the linear pertur-
bation amplitude is suppressed by 2 :

R
S
B 0.31

A)
X

0.3
B0.15A h

0.65
B1.3AkeV

m
X

B1.15
h~1 Mpc . (1)

The scaling given here is di†erent from that given in the
previous literature on WDM (which mostly refers to Bond
& Szalay 1983 and Bardeen et al. 1986). The scaling usually
given does not properly take into account streaming prior
to matter-radiation equality.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In ° 2 we review
particle physics mechanisms through which WDM may be
formed. In ° 3 we discuss the lower bound imposed on m

Xby the requirement of early structure formation and, in par-
ticular, of reionizing the universe (the Gunn-Peterson
constraint). In ° 4 we discuss the phase-space density
(Tremaine-Gunn) constraint and show that the initial
thermal velocities of the particles are relevant only to the
inner cores of halos, scales of hundreds of parsecs. The fol-
lowing sections are devoted to numerical results, revealing
several potential observational signatures of WDM.

We !nd that replacing CDM with WDM has the follow-
ing e†ects :

1. Smoothing of massive halo cores, lowering core den-
sities and increasing core radii.

2. Lowering greatly the characteristic density of low-
mass halos.

3. Reduction of the overall number of low-mass halos.
4. Suppression of the number of low-mass satellite halos

in high-mass halos.
5. Formation of low-mass halos almost solely within

caustic pancakes or ribbons connecting larger halos in a
““ cosmic web.ÏÏ Voids in this web are almost empty of small
halos, in contrast to the situation in CDM theory.

6. Late formation (Z \ 4) of low-mass halos, in a top-
down process.

7. Suppression of halo formation at high redshift (Z [ 5)
and increased evolution of halos at lower redshifts relative
to CDM.

The !rst four !ndings indicate that WDM holds some
promise as a solution to the satellite and core density prob-
lems of CDM. The !fth is interesting as it may solve the
problem raised by Peebles. The sixth and seventh items
point to observational tests at high redshift, where there is
the possibility of actually seeing the pancake formation as it
!rst occurs. Recent Hubble Space Telescope observations
probing galaxies at high redshift seem to indicate the forma-
tion of dwarf galaxies after bright galaxies (Metcalfe et al.
2001), which is an argument in favor of WDM. It is perhaps
worth emphasizing that W DM succeeds both in suppressing
the number of satellites in large halos, while producing a dis-
tribution of dwarf halos in a cosmic web connecting higher
mass galaxies. All of these e†ects need to be better quanti-
!ed in both observational data and simulations so that
precise statistical tests are possible.

It is a challenging problem at the limit of current numeri-
cal codes to simultaneously represent the modes responsible
for structure formation (tens of megaparsecs at least) while
resolving objects as small as dwarf galaxies less than 108
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Ciro et al. 2012). A variety of experimental measurements
may be sensitive to the small-scale structure of dark matter
halos (Simon et al. 2005; Viel et al. 2008). The most promis-
ing are future lensing experiments, which have the potential
to strongly constrain dark matter particle phenomenology
(Keeton & Moustakas 2009; Vegetti & Koopmans 2009a,b;
Vegetti et al. 2010a,b, 2012). A variety of previous work has
shown that the subhalo mass function should depend sen-
sitively on the dark matter physics and the shape of the
power spectrum. To maximize the scientific return of future
experiments therefore requires the ability to accurately and
rapidly predict the distribution of dark matter substructure
as a function of dark matter particle thermal or interaction
properties, for arbitrary power spectra.

In this work, we develop techniques to follow the growth
of nonlinear structure in non-CDM universes using a fully
consistent treatment of the extended Press-Schechter for-
malism. We demonstrate the performance of these tech-
niques by applying them to a representative case of warm
dark matter (WDM), which has the advantage of several
pre-existing N-body simulations which we utilize to test the
accuracy of our methods. WDM particles1 are lighter than
their CDM counterparts, allowing them to remain relativis-
tic for longer in the early universe and to retain a non-
negligible thermal velocity dispersion. This velocity disper-
sion allows them to free-stream out of density perturbations
and so suppresses the growth of structure on small scales
(Bond & Szalay 1983; Bardeen et al. 1986). While mass func-
tions have been previously considered in this case (Barkana
et al. 2001), we go one step further and develop methods to
compute conditional mass functions, and halo merger rates
and use these to construct merger trees in WDM universes.
These merger trees are a key ingredient required to predict
the distribution of substructure masses, positions and inter-
nal structure as is necessary to make detailed predictions for
future lensing experiments.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
§2 we describe the changes that we introduce to the ex-
tended Press-Schechter formalism to make it applicable to
the case of non-CDM scenarios (including some specifics for
the WDM case). In §3 we apply these methods to the case
of WDM, first comparing their predictions to the available
data from N-body simulations, then exploring the limita-
tions of ignoring the e↵ects of WDM velocity dispersion,
and presenting a comparison of key results between WDM
and CDM. Finally, in §4 we discuss the consequences of this
work and present our conclusions.

We also include two appendices. Appendix A gives a de-
tailed derivation of our numerical procedure for solving the
excursion set first crossing problem for arbitrary barriers.
Appendix B explores the numerical accuracy and robust-
ness of the methods developed in this work.

When comparing our analytic theory with results from
N-body simulations we will adopt the same cosmological pa-
rameters and dark matter particle properties as were used

1 The two usual candidates–both lying beyond the standard
model of particle physics–are sterile neutrinos (Dodelson &
Widrow 1994; Shaposhnikov & Tkachev 2006) and gravitinos (El-
lis et al. 1984; Moroi et al. 1993; Kawasaki et al. 1997; Gorbunov
et al. 2008).

for the simulation. These values will be listed where relevant.
For the rest of this work, specifically in §2, §3.2, §3.3 and
Appendix B we adopt a canonical a cosmological model with
⌦

M

= 0.2725, ⌦
⇤

= 0.7275, ⌦
b

= 0.0455 and H
0

= 70.2 km
s�1 Mpc�1 (Komatsu et al. 2011) and a canonical WDM
particle of mass, m

X

= 1.5 keV and e↵ective number of de-
grees of freedom g

X

= 1.5 (the expected value for a fermionic
spin- 1

2

particle).

2 METHODS

Our approach makes use of the Press-Schechter formalism
(Press & Schechter 1974; Bond et al. 1991; Bower 1991;
Lacey & Cole 1993) which, after substantial development
and tuning against N-body simulations, has proven to be
extremely valuable in understanding the statistical prop-
erties of dark matter halo growth in CDM universes. The
Press-Schechter formalism in its modern form is expressed
in terms of excursion sets–the set of all possible random
walks in density at a point as the density field is smoothed
on ever smaller scales. Halo formation corresponds to a ran-
dom walk making its first crossing of a barrier. The height
of that barrier is determined from models of the non-linear
collapse of simple overdensities.

The Press-Schechter algorithm requires three ingredi-
ents: 1) the power spectrum of fluctuations in the density
field (characterized by �(M), the fractional root-variance
in the linear-theory density field at z = 0); 2) the critical
threshold in linear-theory corresponding to the gravitational
collapse of a density perturbation, �

c

; and 3) a solution for
the statistics of excursion sets to cross this threshold. We
will address each of these three ingredients below.

2.1 Power Spectrum

We assume a power-law primordial power spectrum with
n
s

= 0.961 (Komatsu et al. 2011), and adopt the transfer
function of Eisenstein & Hu (1999). We include a modifi-
cation for warm dark matter using the fitting function of
Bode et al. (2001; as re-expressed by Barkana et al. 2001)
to impose a cut-o↵ below a specified length scale, �

s

:

T (k) ! T (k)
⇥
1 + (✏k�

s

)2⌫
⇤�⌘/⌫

, (1)

where ✏ = 0.361, ⌘ = 5 and ⌫ = 1.2 are parameters of the fit-
ting function. For our canonical WDM particle, the smooth-
ing scale2 is �

s

= 0.124 Mpc (Barkana et al. 2001; eqn. 4)
corresponding to a mass of M

s

= 4⇡⇢̄�3

s

/3 = 2.97⇥108 M�.
The power spectrum is normalized to give the required
�
8

= 0.807 (Komatsu et al. 2011) when integrated un-
der a real-space top-hat filter of radius 8h�1Mpc (where
h = H

0

/100 km s�1 Mpc�1).

2 This scale is usually approximated as being equal to the speed
of the particles at the epoch of matter-radiation equality multi-
plied by the comoving horizon scale at that time; see Bode et al.
(2001) for further discussion.
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Modification of the transfer function	
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FIG. 4.ÈProjected density of 20 h~1 Mpc boxes on a logarithmic scale of surface density. L eft to right : "CDM, eV, and eV "WDM.m
X

\ 350 m
X

\ 175
Top to bottom : redshift Z \ 3, 2, and 1. A simulation with keV would have an appearance intermediate between the left and central columns. (Am

X
D 1

higher resolution version of this !gure is available at the Web site referred to in the introduction.)

details are revealed. In the "CDM model the regions
between the ““ cosmic web ÏÏ structure are !lled with small
halos, which do not occur at all in the warm models. Small
halos are formed in the warm models, but only within the
caustic surfaces (““ ribbons ÏÏ) of the ““ cosmic web.ÏÏ The dif-
ferent clustering patterns are shown in more detail in Figure
5, where the spatial distribution of halos of three mass
ranges are plotted. In the CDM model the small halos M \
9 ] 109 h~1 !ll the voids, whereas in the warm modelsM

_they closely trace a ““ cosmic web ÏÏ pattern of remarkably
thin (and cold) caustic sheets.

An illustration of the typical environment of a halo is
shown in Figure 6. Here the local density around each halo
is calculated by measuring the total mass within a 1 h~1
Mpc sphere surrounding the halo center. The cumulative
fraction of halos as a function of the local density is plotted.
The plot shows that half of the less massive halos (from 109
to 9 ] 109 h~1 in the cold model are located in low-M

_
)

density regions at less than twice the mean density. In the

warm models, almost all such halos are in regions denser
than this. The median local overdensity increases from 1.5
for CDM to 4 and 7 for 350 and 175 eV WDM, respectively.
Results for larger halos only ([1012 are also plotted,M

_
)

revealing little di†erence in their mean environments
between the three models. This is due in part to the fact that
the halo itself is included when calculating the local density ;
centering a sphere on a massive halo ensures that the
enclosed mass is a few times overdense. In the 175 eV
model, the distribution for more massive halos is quite
similar to that for small halos, showing that smaller halos
form in the same !lamentary environment as larger ones.

A blowup of the projected density of one octant of each
cube is shown in Figure 7. The suppression of small-scale
structure in the warm models is evident. The closer view of
massive halos reveals many satellite halos in the "CDM
model but very few in the warm models. This is quanti!ed
statistically in Figure 8, which shows the average number of
satellite halos within each halo. This number is de!ned by

CDM	
 WDM, mx= 0.35 keV	


Bode+ 2001	




What about suppressing primordial power, e.g.���
Warm Dark Matter	


1.  Free-streaming: particles stream out of primordial potential wells, 
truncating power on scales below the distance traveled up to ~ 
radiation-matter equality (Bode+ 2001).	


2.  Residual particle velocities: act as an “effective pressure”, 
preventing the growth of early perturbations below a WDM 
“Jeans scale” (Barkana+ 2001)	


4 Benson, Farahi, Cole, Moustakas, Jenkins, Lovell, Kennedy, Helly & Frenk
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Figure 1. The fractional root variance of the mass density field
as a function of the mean mass contained within that filter. Both
CDM and our canonical WDM cases are shown. A top-hat real-
space window function is used for the CDM while a sharp k-space
filter is used for WDM. The WDM case is suppressed below the
CDM value for M . M

s

.

their non-zero random velocities. Barkana et al. (2001) ad-
dressed the question of collapse thresholds in WDM uni-
verses by performing a set of 1-D hydrodynamical simula-
tions, in which pressure acted as a proxy for the velocity
dispersion of WDM particles. They find that the growth of
collapsing overdensities is suppressed below a characteristic
mass scale–i.e. the threshold for collapse increases rapidly
with decreasing mass below the characteristics mass scale.

We find that the results of Barkana et al. (2001) can be
well fit by the functional form4:

�
c,WDM

(M, t) = �
c,CDM

(t)

⇢
h(x)

0.04
exp(2.3x)

+[1� h(x)] exp


0.31687

exp(0.809x)

��
(7)

where x = log(M/M
J

), M is the mass in question, M
J

is the
e↵ective Jeans mass of the warm dark matter as defined by
Barkana et al. (2001; their eqn. 10):

M
J

= 3.06⇥ 108
✓
1 + z

eq

3000

◆
1.5 ✓⌦

M

h2

0

0.15

◆
1/2

⇥

⇣ g
X

1.5

⌘�1

⇣ m
X

1.0 keV

⌘�4

M�, (8)

the redshift of matter-radiation equality is given by

z
eq

= 3600

✓
⌦

M

h2

0

0.15

◆
� 1, (9)

and

h(x) = 1/{1 + exp[(x+ 2.4)/0.1]}. (10)

4 This fit is accurate for the regime where �
c,WDM

/�
c,CDM

< 600,
but substantially over-predicts the results of Barkana et al. (2001)
for smaller masses. This is a deliberate choice–our aim was to
match the shape of the function through the region where it tran-
sitions away from the CDM value. On smaller mass scales the sup-
pression is so dramatic that the precise value of �

c,WDM

/�
c,CDM

is unimportant.
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Figure 2. The critical linear theory overdensity for the collapse
of a spherical top-hat density perturbation in a WDM universe
normalized to that in a CDM universe as a function of halo mass,
M (expressed in units of the e↵ective Jeans mass of the WDM,
M

J

). For M/M
J

� 1 the WDM and CDM cases coincide, but for
M/M

J

. 1 WDM requires a much larger overdensity to undergo
gravitational collapse.

The ratio of the resulting critical overdensity to the
CDM value with masses scaled to M

J

, is shown in Fig. 2.
For M/M

J

. 1 the critical overdensity for collapse in WDM
universes is much higher than in CDM as a result of the
non-zero velocity dispersion of warm dark matter particles.
A small-scale perturbation must have a much larger density
for its self-gravity to overcome this velocity dispersion and
cause collapse.

We emphasize that the calculations of Barkana et al.
(2001) are approximate as they are based on a hydrodynam-
ical approximation which will not fully capture the collision-
less dynamics of WDM. We expect that the approximation
made by Barkana et al. (2001) could lead to a small (order
unity) di↵erence in the characteristic mass scale for sup-
pression of overdensity collapse (e.g. in a similar way that
the Toomre stability threshold for collisionless stars and gas
di↵er by a factor of ⇡/3.36). There could plausibly be dif-
ferences in detail in the shape of the collapse threshold as
a function of mass, but we are unable to speculate what
form those might take. A more realistic calculation using
a Boltzmann solver should be carried out to improve upon
these results, and explore the dependence on cosmological
parameters.

2.2.1 Barrier Remapping

In the CDM case the original Press-Schechter algorithm as
formulated by Bond et al. (1991) adopted a barrier, B(S),
for excursion sets equal to the critical linear-theory over-
density for the gravitational collapse spherical top-hat per-
turbations and which was independent of mass and equal
to �

c

(M [S], t) = �
c,0/D(t) where D(t) is the linear theory

growth function5 and �
c,0 is the collapse threshold (equal

5 Note that, as is conventional, we place this time dependence
into the critical overdensity, such that we can always work with

c
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Since the barrier is constant (i.e., independent of M)S(M2).
in CDM, Bond et al. (1991) could derive the halo abun-
dance analytically, and showed that this solution to the
cloud-in-cloud problem results precisely in a factor-of-2
correction to equation (11). Although the Bond et al. (1991)
derivation uses p(M) as de!ned by a k-space top-hat !lter,
the !nal formula is usually applied using a real-space top-
hat. We follow this convention throughout this paper.

The cloud-in-cloud correction is more complicated in the
case of WDM. As shown in the previous subsection, halo
collapse is delayed when the velocity dispersion of WDM is
included. Thus, the collapse threshold becomes a func-dcrittion of M as well as z (note that the linear extrapolations
used to de!ne and p(M) use the growth factor as calcu-dcritlated in "CDM). A grid of collapse simulations in (z, M) as
described above, can be used to derive the full function

for di†erent values of In addition, the cut-o†dcrit(z, M) m
X
.

in the power spectrum due to free streaming by the WDM
particles lowers the value of p(M) compared to that in
CDM. Note that since we determine based on simula-dcrittions that are run from matter-radiation equality, for con-
sistency we calculate p(M) based on the WDM power
spectrum at equality. In WDM, p(M) approaches a con-
stant value as M ] 0, unlike CDM where it continues to
rise logarithmically. On the other hand, the barrier height

diverges in WDM as M ] 0, while it is constant indcritCDM. Thus, in CDM the expression on the right-hand side
of equation (11) increases monotonically as the mass is
lowered, while in WDM this same expression (with d \

reaches a maximum and then declines toward zero asdcrit)M ] 0. Thus, a naive application to WDM of equation (11)
fails, and the cloud-in-cloud correction is crucial in this
case. We derive the halo mass fraction F( [ M o z) in WDM
by numerically generating random walks and counting the
distribution of their !rst crossings of the barrier B \
dcrit(z, M).

An additional ingredient is necessary for calculating an
accurate mass function. Even in "CDM, the Press-
Schechter halo mass function disagrees somewhat with that
measured in numerical simulations. Speci!cally, the simula-
tions !nd larger numbers of rare, massive halos but smaller
numbers of the more abundant low-mass halos. Sheth &
Tormen (1998) !tted the mass function seen in simulations
with a function of the form:

lf (l) \ J2nA
A

1 ] 1
lü 2q

B
lü exp

A[ lü 2
2
B

, (15)

where and the !tted parameters are a \ 0.707,lü \ Jal,
q \ 0.3, and A \ 0.322. Sheth, Mo, & Tormen (2001)
showed numerically that this correction to the Press-
Schechter mass function is equivalent to changing the
barrier shape from the case of the constant barrier B0 \

Namely, the ““ naive ÏÏ barrier must be mapped todcrit(z). B0the actual barrier by

B \ JaB0
C

1 ] b
Ap2(M)

aB02
BcD

, (16)

where a is the same as before and also b \ 0.5 and c \ 0.6.
Sheth et al. (2001) also show that if the e†ect of shear and
ellipticity on halo collapse is considered, the resulting
barrier B is modi!ed from (which is based on sphericalB0collapse) in a way that is similar to the above !t, except with
a \ 1. In particular, ellipticity does not explain the under-

prediction of the number of massive halos. Thus, ellipticity
explains the need for a more complicated barrier shape than
is suggested by spherical halo collapse, but the precise shape
needed to !t the simulations may indicate the presence of
additional e†ects.

Regardless of the precise physical explanation, the
mapping given by equation (16) can be applied to produce
mass functions that agree with numerical simulations of
"CDM. Assuming that the same mapping applies to WDM
as well, we apply this mapping to the ““ naive ÏÏ WDM
barrier to derive the !nal barrier shape.B0 \ dcrit(z, M)
More precisely, we use the mass function with slightly dif-
ferent parameters as speci!ed by Jenkins et al. (2001), who
!tted a number of simulations with a larger range of halo
mass and redshift. We note that Jenkins et al. (2001)
adopted a somewhat unconventional de!nition of halo
mass when they derived their mass function (enclosing 180
times the background density, as in the EinsteinÈde Sitter
model, rather than the value suggested by spherical collapse
in "CDM). In the present application at high redshift,
where )(z) B 1, this has little e†ect on the mass function (see
also White 2001 for a general discussion of the e†ect of the
halo mass de!nition on the mass function). The !tting pa-
rameters found by Jenkins et al. (2001) are a \ 0.73,
q \ 0.175, and A \ 0.353 in equation (15). We !nd numeri-
cally that this mass function is approximately generated if
b \ 0.34 and c \ 0.81 are chosen in equation (16). Figure 2
shows the resulting value of (top panel ) as a function ofdcrithalo mass M, at z \ 6. Also shown (bottom panel ) is the

FIG. 2.ÈHalo formation in WDM, at z \ 6. In the top panel, we show
the linear extrapolated overdensity at the time of collapse, as ad

c
(M, z)

function of halo mass M. The solid curves show the cases of keVm
X

\ 1.5
and keV, respectively, from bottom to top. For comparison, wem

X
\ 0.75

show the "CDM curve which includes the Sheth/Jenkins correction (long-
dashed curve), and the mass-independent value given by spherical collapse
in "CDM (short-dashed curve). In the bottom panel, we show the mass
Ñuctuation p(M), based on the linearly-extrapolated power spectrum at
matter-radiation equality. The solid curves illustrate the e†ect of the power
spectrum cuto† in "WDM, for keV and eV, respec-m

X
\ 1.5 m

X
\ 0.75

tively, from top to bottom. Also shown for comparison is p(M) in "CDM
(long-dashed curve). In both panels, the vertical dotted line shows the value
of the lowest halo mass at z \ 6 in which gas can cool (see ° 3.3).

mx=0.75keV	

mx=1.5keV	


CDM	


1D hydro collapse sims:	

gas analogy to WDM pressure	

(Barkana+2001)	




Current constraints	


•  Lyman alpha forest: mx > 1-3 keV (Viel+ 2006; 
2008)	


•  Reproducing stellar mass function and Tully-
Fisher relation: mx > 0.75 keV (Kang+ 2013)	


•  Reionization occurring by z~6: mx > 1 keV 
(Barkana+ 2001)	




Current constraints	


•  Lyman alpha forest: mx > 1-3 keV (Viel+ 2006; 
2008)	


•  Reproducing stellar mass function and Tully-
Fisher relation: mx > 0.75 keV (Kang+ 2013)	


•  Reionization occurring by z~6: mx > 1 keV 
(Barkana+ 2001)	


Difficulty is always in degeneracy with astrophysics!	




New and upcoming constraints on DM properties ���
(i.e. belated outline for this talk)	


•  Constraints from high-z abundances	

–  z~10 lensed galaxies (from CLASH survey)	

–  Swift GRB distributions	


•  Future potential with the physics-rich redshifted 
21cm line	

–  21cm into	

–  Modeling the signal (21cmFAST commercial)	

–  WDM delay vs astrophysics	

–  Robust imprint of WDM decay and CDM annihilation 

in thermal history	


Always minimizing degeneracy with astrophysics.	

Robust, robust, robust!	




High-z is the place to be	


Due to heirarchal structure formation, in WDM it is empty!	


CDM	


0.5keV	

3keV	


Mesinger+2005	




Sharp suppression in small-mass halos	


Following analytic approach of Benson+2013	

accounts for (i) free streaming; (ii) residual velocities (ala Barkana+2001)	


Pacucci, AM, Haiman, in-prep	




Cluster Lensing And Supernova survey with 
Hubble (CLASH)	


Will cover 25 lensing clusters (currently 12 processed)	


Already has 2 candidates (one with multiple images) at z=10 
in tiny ~103 Mpc volume!   high number density of halos!	


CLASH models montage 

Cluster Lensing Workshop leonidas@jpl.nasa.gov 14 

1423 1206 

0744 0647 

Zitrin+ 



Halo number density constraint from CLASH	


Pacucci, AM, Haiman, in prep	


CLASH	


mx>1 keV	

NO ASTROPHYSICS!!	


Limits can improve dramatically	

 with future detections	




Larger sample of high-z objects would be better	


•  How about gamma-ray bursts (GRBs):  brightest events in 
the Universe; can be seen to very high-redshifts tracing the 
earliest/smallest structures.  Many have accurate redshift 
determinations (not the case for LBG candidates).	
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5yr Swift observations	


L i
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de Souza, AM+ (2013)	

Robertson & Elis (2012)	




GRBs let us see the small guys where the 
interesting things are happening	


Kistler+2013	


•  GRBs do not suffer from incompleteness like LBG candidates	

•  GRB derived SFR shows a flatter redshift evolution, consistent with Lyα forest	
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ABSTRACT
Observations of high-z galaxies and gamma-ray bursts now allow for empirical studies during reionization.

However, even deep surveys see only the brightest galaxies at any epoch and must extrapolate to arbitrary
lower limits to estimate the total rate of star formation. We first argue that the galaxy populations seen in LBG
surveys yield a GRB rate at z > 8 that is an order of magnitude lower than observed. We find that integrating
the inferred UV luminosity functions down to M

UV

⇡�10 brings LBG- and GRB-inferred SFR density values
into agreement up to z⇠8. GRBs, however, favor a far larger amount of as yet unseen star formation at z&9.
We suggest that the SFR density may only slowly decline out to z ⇠ 11, in accord with WMAP and Planck
reionization results, and that GRBs may be useful in measuring the scale of this multitude of dwarf galaxies.
Subject headings: gamma-ray burst: general — galaxies: evolution — stars: formation

1. INTRODUCTION

Searches for the earliest galaxies and gamma-ray bursts
have advanced in step, with GRBs observed at z ⇡ 8.2 (Sal-
vaterra et al. 2009; Tanvir et al. 2009) and z⇡9.4 (Cucchiara
et al. 2011) and galaxy candidates seen at z ⇠ 11 (Coe et
al. 2013) and z ⇠ 12 (Ellis et al. 2013). GRBs can (briefly)
probe large volumes of the universe extending to high z, while
Lyman Break Galaxy (LBG) surveys can make deep observa-
tions of narrow regions. These allowed for initial assessments
of the star formation rate density (⇢̇⇤) in the reionization era
(Kistler et al. 2009; Bouwens et al. 2009; Yan et al. 2010).

Typically, the measured galaxy luminosity function (LF) at
a given z is integrated to some arbitrary lower limit to esti-
mate the total ⇢̇⇤(z). At low z, this cutoff is not vital, since
the faint-end slope ↵ in the common dn/dL / L↵ e�L/L⇤

form of the LF is shallower than the divergent ↵ = �2, so
that integration could even be taken down to L= 0. At high
z, LBG observations have revealed that the faint end of the
UV LF becomes quite steep (e.g., Bouwens et al. 2007, 2011,
2012; Reddy & Steidel 2009; Oesch et al. 2012; Finkelstein
et al. 2012), reaching ↵.�2 at z & 7, so that the choice of
cutoff becomes crucial at these epochs (see Fig. 1).

Surveys now suggest that the ⇢̇⇤ from bright galaxies de-
clines strongly at high-z (Ellis et al. 2013; Oesch et al. 2013).
The total ⇢̇⇤ at z & 7 may well be dominated by the contri-
bution of unseen faint galaxies, which could be influenced by
novel physics (e.g., Kuhlen et al. 2012; Jaacks et al. 2013).
The establishment of gamma-ray bursts as an outcome of the
core collapse of massive, and thus short-lived, stars (Stanek et
al. 2003; Hjorth et al. 2003) implies that they trace distant star
formation (Totani 1997; Wijers et al. 1998; Lamb & Reichart
2000; Porciani & Madau 2001; Yüksel et al. 2008) and could
be used to probe the total instantaneous star formation history.

In light of new data obtained through the efforts of Swift
(Gehrels et al. 2004) GRB searches and HST WFC 3 galaxy
surveys, we re-examine ⇢̇⇤ as indicated by gamma-ray bursts
in connection to the high-z UV LF. GRBs at low z are ob-

1 Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA
2 Department of Physics, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720,

USA
3 Australian Astronomical Observatory, P.O. Box 915, North Ryde,

NSW 1670, Australia
4 Einstein Fellow

served to occur predominantly in metal-poor (Stanek et al.
2006; Graham & Fruchter 2012), sub-L⇤ galaxies (Fynbo et
al. 2003; Le Floc’h et al. 2003; Fruchter et al. 2006). Kistler
et al. (2009) concluded that GRBs likely trace this faint pop-
ulation at high z, in good agreement with a lack of galaxies
found in deep searches for high-z GRB hosts (Tanvir et al.
2012; Trenti et al. 2012), and that such galaxies could have
generated a sufficient ⇢̇⇤ to account for cosmic reionization.

We first reassess the evolution of GRBs relative to the SFR
history at lower z, making use of the increased number of
detections made by Swift and GRB observers. Using this
calibration, we find it to be quite unlikely to have seen two
z > 8 GRBs, or even one at z & 9, from the populations
of galaxies directly observed in surveys. We determine that
GRB and LBG data together imply an increasing abundance
of faint galaxies with z. This suggests the number of diminu-
tive galaxies during reionization declines with time, consis-
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FIG. 1.— The cosmic star formation history. Low-z data (circles) are from

the compilation of Hopkins & Beacom (2006). The diamonds are our values
obtained using Swift gamma-ray bursts. The open squares show the result of
integrating the LBG UV luminosity functions down to the lowest measured
value, Mvis, while the solid squares use Mcut = �10 (see Table 1). All
assume a Salpeter IMF. For comparison, we show the critical ⇢̇⇤ from Madau
et al. (1999) for C/fesc=40, 30, 20 (dotted lines, top to bottom).
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Early work pointed out their use for WDM	


•  However, it assumed a constant SFRà GRB rate 
conversion.	


8

1999; Walter et al. 2001) yield a range of efficiencies !! ! 0.02
– 0.08. These values correspond to the low halo mass scales
which form at high redshifts, although there is no clear direct
correspondence between the first generation halos and these lo-
cal dwarfs. Numerical simulations of metal–free star–formation
at high redshift (Abel, Bryan, & Norman 2002; Bromm, Coppi
& Larson 2002) suggest that the first generation of stars form in
minihalos with even lower efficiencies, !! "< 0.01. Such a re-
duction in minihalo star–formation (Tvir < 104 K) suggests that
at high redshifts, the true GRB rate is closer to our Tvir > 104 K
curve.
On the other hand, since GRB progenitors involve high-mass

stars (MacFadyen &Woosley 1999), and the stellar initial mass
function (IMF) is expected to be more top-heavy in the early
universe, K might increase at high redshifts, increasing "̇GRB(z).
We note that the minimum mass of stars that loose their hydro-
gen envelope and may thus produce GRBs can also strongly de-
pend on metalicity. Heger et al. (2003) find that this minimum
mass increases from ! 30M" at solar metalicity to ! 100M"

at zero metalicity (see their fig. 3). However, the trend is still
more likely to be for K to increase toward high redshift, be-
cause > 30M" stars are relatively rare in local galaxies with a
Salpeter IMF, while the simulations of Abel et al. (2002) and
Bromm et al. (2002) suggest that metal–free star formation at
high redshift may produce exclusively > 100M" stars. Thus,
since they are expected to act in opposite directions, the red-
shift evolutions of !! and K might compensate somewhat for
each other. The rather high angular momentum of the collaps-
ing star required to produce a GRB is more easily achieved if
the star is in a binary, and binaries are found to be more fre-
quent at low metallicity (i.e. high z; Fryer et al. 1999). It is,
however unclear if binaries do form in the first generation of
truly metal–free halos. Simulations following direct cosmolog-
ical initial conditions by Abel, Bryan & Norman (2002) find
a single star with no further fragmentation; however, different
simulations with somewhat more artificial initial conditions (a
rotating cylinder), find efficient binary–formation (Saigo et al.
2004).
It is conceivable that at high redshifts, aWDMuniverse could

mimic the GRB rates of a CDM universe, by compensating for a
loss of small–scale power with higher efficiencies of GRB pro-
duction (e.g. a higher K value at high redshifts), and visa–versa.
However, we note that such a redshift evolution is unlikely to
be sharp enough to significantly impact our conclusions. Even
a power–law evolution of K would be insufficient to compen-
sate for the exponential suppression of small–scale power in our
models. For example, from Figure 6 we note that in order for
GRB rates in WDM models with mx ! 2 keV to match GRB
rates in CDM models at z > 10, the product !!K would need
to be a factor of 10 higher than the overall average value deter-
mined from the lower–redshift BATSE sample. For mx ! 1 keV,
!!K would have to be " 100 times larger at z > 10. These dif-
ferences only increase with increasing redshift, and if such an
increase is present, it can, in principle, be detected by studying
the shape of the GRB redshift distribution function (see § 4.2).
Recently, Wise & Abel (2004) calculated primordial super-

novae (SNe) rates with a semi-analytic analysis of feedback
mechanisms and evolution of primordial stellar environments,
constraining their results with the measuredWMAP optical depth
to electron scattering, #e = 0.17. With ab–initio knowledge of
GRB progenitors, an analogous analysis could be performed to
predict the GRB rate as a function of redshift, replacing the pro-

portionality constant, K, assumed in this paper. In practice, our
current knowledge of the physics of GRB progenitors and of the
various feedback processes in the early universe is highly un-
certain, and such an approach would introduce additional free
parameters. Nevertheless, this approach could be useful in the
future, since some of the free parameters may be independently
constrained. For example, in addition to GRBs, early star–
formation will be accompanied by observable SN explosions
(e.g. Miralda-Escudé & Rees 1997), the production of heavy
elements (e.g. Haiman & Loeb 1997), remnant stellar black
holes (e.g. Volonteri et al. 2003; Volonteri & Perna 2005),
and the reionization of the IGM. Observations of these effects
can further reduce the uncertainties associated with early star–
formation history and GRB progenitors, and thus ultimately re-
duce uncertainties on the expected primordial GRB event rates
(for a discussion of such future constraints, see Wise & Abel
2004, who also emphasize that SNe observations can constrain
many properties, such as mass, luminosity, metallicity, and red-
shift, of the progenitors). Finally, early “mini–galaxies” may
also be directly detectable (Haiman & Loeb 1997) by the James
Webb Space Telescope (JWST).2

4. CONSTRAINTS ON STRUCTURE FORMATION MODELS

The model outlined in the previous sections can be used to
compute the evolution of the GRB rate with redshift, as well
as the flux distribution of the bursts, allowing us to incorporate
the detection threshold of Swift. In this section, we present con-
straints on WDM models first from the total number of GRBs,
and then a potentially less model–dependent constraint from the
distribution of a luminosity–limited sub–sample of the bursts.

FIG. 6.— Expected Swift detection rates of GRBs occurring at redshifts
greater than z. The curves correspond to the same models as shown in Figure 4,
and the horizontal line denotes the detection threshold of 1 GRB/yr. The top
panel assumes instantaneous star–formation; the bottom panel assumes a finite
exponential spread in star–formation times.

4.1. Absolute GRB Detection Rates
2See www.jwst.nasa.gov
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Must be more robust!���
de Souza, AM+ 2013	


•  Use latest GRB dataset with well-determined 
redshifts	


•  Allow arbitrary redshift evolution in astrophysics:  	

	
GRB rate ~ SFR (1+z)α	


•  Present results for two different samples: (i) LF 
constructed at low z; (ii) luminosity complete 
subsample	


•  Quantify constraints in Bayesian framework	
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Figure 7. Contours over ! and mx, enclosing 68% (green), 95%
(orange) and 99% (grey) probability. The asterisks correspond to
the best-fit parameter combinations. Top panel: Sample S1C2;
bottom panel: Sample S2C2. Horizontal dotted lines represent
the values ! = 0 (Ishida et al. 2011; Elliott et al. 2012), ! = 0.5
(Robertson & Ellis 2012), ! = 1.2, (Kistler et al. 2009) and ! = 2
for comparison.
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Marginalizing over a (flat prior)	

results in robust limits of	

mx > 1.6-1.8 keV  (95% C.L.)	




Where do we do from here?	


de Souza, AM + 2013	
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Astrophysical limit to host galaxies 	

(Sobacchi & AM 2013)	


Impossible to do better than	

mx>3keV at z<10 from 	

galaxy abundances.	

	

-go to higher redshifts	

-find other metrics less 
sensitive to gastrophysics	




The most powerful probe of this epoch is the 
redshifted 21cm line!���

���
Probes ionization AND thermal history of the 

Universe!	




21 cm line from neutral hydrogen	

Hyperfine transition in the ground 	

state of neutral hydrogen produces 	

21cm line.	


Predicted by van den Hulst when	

Oort told him to find unknown	

radio lines to study our galaxy	




Now widely used to map the HI content of 
nearby galaxies	


Circinus Galaxy	

ATCA HI image by B. Koribalski (ATNF, CSIRO), K. Jones, M. Elmouttie (University 
of Queensland) and R. Haynes (ATNF, CSIRO).	




Once upon a time, HI was much more abundant	


z	  ~	  6	  
tage	  ~	  1	  Gyr	  

z~1100	  
tage	  ~	  0.4	  Myr	  

	  

Reioniza5on	   Dark	  Ages	   Recom
bina5on	  

HII	


z	  ~	  20	  
tage	  ~	  150	  Myr	  

z	  =	  0	  
tage ~ 14 Gyr	


HI	




Once upon a time, HI was much more abundant	


z	  ~	  6	   z~1100	  

Recom
bina5on	  

HII	


z	  ~	  20	  

CMB backlight	


z	  =	  0	  

HI	


υ21~	  70	  MHz	  	  υ21~	  200	  MHz	  	  
Redshifted 21cm signal. 	

tune radio to:	




Once upon a time, HI was much more abundant	


z	  ~	  6	   z~1100	  

Recom
bina5on	  

HII	


CMB backlight	


z	  ~	  20	  

HI	


υ21~	  70	  MHz	  	  υ21~	  200	  MHz	  	  
Redshifted 21cm signal. 	

tune radio to:	


LOFAR,	

MWA,	

PAPER,	

21CMA,	

GMRT	

2nd gen: SKA	


interferometer	




Cosmological 21cm Signal	


neutral fraction	


gas density	


LOS velocity gradient	


spin temperature	




Cosmological 21cm Signal	


Powerful probe:	


Astrophysics	
Has something everyone can enjoy!	

The trick is to disentangle the components:	

•  separation of epochs and/or	

•  accurate, efficient modeling (21cmFAST) and/or	


Cosmology	

&	




How to understand the signal?	


~ FoV of 21cm	

interferometers	


•  Dynamic range required is enormous:  single star --> Universe	

•  We know next to nothing about high-z --> ENORMOUS parameter space to explore	

•  Numerical simulations are computationally expensive: not good for parameter studies	

•  Most relevant scales are in the linear to quasi-linear regime	


	
--> use the right tool for each task!	
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Figure 3. Comparison of four radiative transfer simulations post-processed on the same density field, but using different source prescriptions parametrized by
Ṅ (m) = !(m) m. The white regions are ionized and the black are neutral. The left-hand panel, left centre panel, right centre panel and right-hand panels are,
respectively, cuts through Simulations S2 (! ! m"2/3), S1 (! ! m0), S3 (! ! m2/3) and S4 (! ! m0, but only haloes with m > 4 # 1010 M$ host sources). For
the top panels, the volume-ionized fraction is x̄i,V % 0.2 (the mass-ionized fraction is x̄i,M % 0.3) and z = 8.7. For the middle panels, x̄i,V % 0.5(xi,M % 0.6)
and z = 7.7, and for the bottom panels, x̄i,V % 0.7(x̄i,M % 0.8) and z = 7.3. Note that the S4 simulation outputs have the same x̄i,M , but x̄i,V that are typically
0.1 smaller than that of other runs. In S4, the source fluctuations are nearly Poissonian, resulting in the bubbles being uncorrelated with the density field
(x̄i,V % x̄i,M ). Each panel is 94 Mpc wide and would subtend 0.6 degrees on the sky.
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Figure 4. The volume-weighted bubble radius PDF for the S1 (solid curves),
S3 (dot–dashed curves) and S4 (dotted curves) simulations. See the text for
our definition of the bubble radius R. We do not include curves for the
S2 simulation because they are similar to those for S1. The thin curves
are at z = 8.7 and x̄i,M = 0.3, and the thick curves are at z = 7.3 and
x̄i,M = 0.8. Simulation S4 has the rarest sources and the largest H II regions
of the four models.
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Figure 5. The ionization fraction power spectrum "xx (k)2 = k3 Pxx (k)/2!2

for the S1 (solid curves), S2 (dashed curves), S3 (dot–dashed curves) and S4
(dotted curves) simulations. For the top panels, x̄i,V % 0.2(x̄i,M % 0.3), for
the middle panels, x̄i,V % 0.5(xi,M % 0.6) and for the bottom panels, x̄i,V %
0.7(x̄i,M % 0.8). In all panels, the fluctuations are larger at k ! 1 h Mpc"1

in S3 and S4 than they are in S1 and in S2. As the most massive haloes
contribute more of the ionizing photons, the ionization fraction fluctuations
increase at large scales.
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Wise+ (2010)	


McQuinn+ (2007)	


Mesinger (2010)	




21cmFAST	


•  Combines excursion-set approach with perturbation theory for efficient generation 
of large-scale density, velocity, halo, ionization, 21cm brightness fields	


•  Portable and FAST! (if it’s in the name, it must be true…)	

–  A realization can be obtained in ~ minutes on a single CPU	

–  New parallelized version, optimized for parameter studies	


•  Run on arbitrarily large scales	

•  Optimized for the 21cm signal	

•  Vary many independent free parameters; cover wide swaths of parameter space	

•  Tested against state-of-the-art hydrodynamic cosmological simulations (Trac & Cen 

2007; Trac+ 2008) 	

•  Publically available: http://homepage.sns.it/mesinger/Sim	


semi-numerical simulation (AM, Furlanetto, Cen 2011)	


Previous halo-based version, DexM (Mesinger & Furlanetto 2007),	

has been used to interpret LAEs, QSO spectra, LLS distribution,	




Density Fields	

z=7	
 0.19 Mpc cells	


143 Mpc	




Ionization fields	


Trac & Cen (2007)	


21cmFAST (Mesinger+ 2011)	


Zahn+ (2010)	


DexM (with halos;	

Mesinger & Furlanetto; 2007) 	
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Fig. 1.— Comparison of ionization fields generated from four schemes: McQuinn et al., Trac & Cen, MF07, and FFRT. The maps are
from the same slice (100 Mpc/h by 100 Mpc/h with depth of 0.4 Mpc/h) through the simulation box.



Redshift space distortions (sorry no pics)	


nonlinear structure formation creates an asymmetric velocity gradient distribution	




Full 21cm comparison (without spin temperature)	


hydro+DM+RT	
 DexM (with halos)	
 21cmFAST (no halos)	


~ 1 week on 1536 cores	
 ~ few min on 1 core	
100 Mpc/h	




Get on board!	

http://homepage.sns.it/mesinger/Sim	


In just over 2 years, 21cmFAST is being used by researchers in 12 countries,	

and most of the 1st gen. 21cm experiments: LOFAR, MWA, 21CMA	




spin temperature	


defined in terms of the ratio of the number densities of 
electrons occupying the two hyperfine levels:	


n1/n0 = 3 e-0.068 K/Ts	


Thermal evolution: pre-reionization signal	




Pre-reionization signal	


spin temperature:	


21cmFAST 11

which is default in 21cmFAST 13. On smaller-scales, MF07 pre-
dicts too much power, while 21cmFAST under-predicts the power.
It was shown in Zahn et al. (2010) that the FFRT ionization algo-
rithm used in 21cmFAST over-predicts the correlation of the ion-
ization and density fields on small scales, due to the fact that it
operates directly on the evolved density field. This strong cross-
correlation results in an under-prediction of 21-cm power on these
scales. The converse is true of the MF07 scheme, which although
using discrete source halos, paints entire filtered regions as ionized,
thus under-predicting the cross-correlation of the ionization and
density fields. The optimal configuration for accurately estimat-
ing the 21-cm signal semi-numerically is the FFRT-S scheme dis-
cussed in Zahn et al. (2010), set as default in the publicly-available
DexM14.

Most importantly, the model uncertainties of the semi-
numerical schemes are smaller than the evolution due to reion-
ization over a range !x̄HI ! 0.2. Therefore, one might naively
predict that the semi-numerical schemes are accurate enough to es-
timate x̄HI from the power spectra to± !

< 0.1, or even better if the
behavior of the models are understood. However, there are many as-
trophysical uncertainties associated with prescriptions for sources
and sinks of ionizing photons during the epoch of reionization, and
it will likely be these which regulate the achievable constraints on
x̄HI. Therefore it is imperative for models to be fast and be able
to span large regions of parameter space. A single 21cmFAST re-
alization of the !Tb fields shown in this section (generated from
15363 ICs) takes ! 30 minutes to compute on a single-processor
computer.

3 THE SPIN TEMPERATURE

We now relax the requirement in §2 of TS " T! , and derive the full
21-cm brightness temperature offset from eq. (1), including the spin
temperature field. As mentioned previously, models predict that the
heating epoch concluded well before the bulk of reionization, at
z " 10 (Furlanetto 2006; Chen & Miralda-Escudé 2008; Santos
et al. 2008; Baek et al. 2009). However, the second generation 21-
cm interferometers, such as SKA, might be able to peek into this
high-redshift regime of the dark ages. Furthermore, the astrophys-
ical quantities at high-z are uncertain, and we do not really know
how robust is the assumption of TS " T! even during the early
stages of reionization. Therefore, for many applications, especially
parameter studies, it is important to compute the spin temperature
field. Unfortunately, there is currently no numerical simulation that
includes the computationally expensive radiative transfer of both
X-rays and Ly" photons from atomically or molecularly cooled
sources required to compute TS numerically (though see the re-
cent work of Baek et al. 2010, who perform RT simulations on a
small subset of sources, withM !

> 1010M!). Therefore we cannot
directly compare our spin temperature fields to numerical simula-
tions.

Our derivations in this section are similar to other semi-
analytic models (Furlanetto 2006; Pritchard & Furlanetto 2007;

generated directly on the same scale 2563 grids show similar shot noise
upturns in power on these scales (see Fig. 7 in Zahn et al. 2010).
13 Note that the FFRT results shown here are not precisely analogous to
those in Zahn et al. (2010), since there the evolved density field was taken
from an N-body simulation, where in 21cmFAST, we self-consistently gen-
erate the density field according to §2.1.
14 http://www.astro.princeton.edu/ mesinger/DexM.html

Santos et al. 2008). However, unlike Santos et al. (2008) and Santos
et al. (2009), we do not explicitly resolve the halo field as an inter-
mediary step. Instead we operate directly on the evolved density
fields, using excursion set formalism to estimate the mean num-
ber of sources inside spherical shells corresponding to some higher
redshift. As discussed above, bypassing the halo field allows the
code to be faster, with modest memory requirements. Below we go
through our formalism in detail.

The spin temperature can be written as (e.g. Furlanetto et al.
2006):

T"1
S =

T"1
! + x"T"1

" + xcT
"1
K

1 + x" + xc
(5)

where TK is the kinetic temperature of the gas, and T" is the color
temperature, which is closely coupled to the kinetic gas tempera-
ture, T" # TK (Field 1959). There are two coupling coefficients
in the above equation. The collisional coupling coefficient can be
written as:

xc =
0.0628 K
A10T!

h

nHI#
HH
1"0(TK) + ne#

eH
1"0(TK) + np#pH

1"0(TK)
i

,

(6)
whereA10 = 2.85$10"15 s"1 is the spontaneous emission coeffi-
cient, nHI, ne, and np are the number density of neutral hydrogen,
free electrons, and protons respectively, and #HH

1"0(TK), #eH
1"0(TK),

and #pH
1"0(TK) are taken from Zygelman (2005), Furlanetto &

Furlanetto (2007), and Furlanetto & Furlanetto (2007), respec-
tively. The Wouthuysen-Field (Wouthuysen 1952; Field 1958; WF)
coupling coefficient can be written as:

x" = 1.7 $ 1011(1 + z)"1S"J" , (7)

where S" is a correction factor of order unity involving detailed
atomic physics, and J" is the Lyman " background flux in units
of pcm"2 s"1 Hz"1 sr"1. We compute T" and S" according to
Hirata (2006).

According to the above equations, there are two main fields
governing the spin temperature: (1) the kinetic temperature of the
gas, TK(x, z), and (2) the Ly" background, J"(x, z). We address
these in §3.1 and §3.2, respectively.

3.1 The Kinetic Temperature

3.1.1 Evolution Equations

To calculate the kinetic temperature, one must keep track of the in-
homogeneous heating history of the gas. We begin by writing down
the evolution equation for TK(x, z) and the local ionized fraction in
the “neutral” (i.e. outside of the ionized regions discussed in § 2.2)
IGM, xe(x, z):

dxe(x, z#)
dz#

=
dt
dz#

ˆ

"ion % "ACx2
enbfH

˜

, (8)

dTK(x, z#)
dz#

=
2

3kB(1 + xe)
dt
dz#

X

p

$p

+
2TK

3nb

dnb

dz#
%

TK

1 + xe

dxe

dz#
, (9)

where nb = n̄b,0(1 + z#)3[1 + !nl(x, z#)] is the total (H +
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Tγ – temperature of the CMB	

TK – gas kinetic temperature	

Tα – color temperature ~ TK 	


the spin temperature interpolates between Tγ  and TK 	




The spin temperature interpolates between Tγ  and TK ���
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rithm used in 21cmFAST over-predicts the correlation of the ion-
ization and density fields on small scales, due to the fact that it
operates directly on the evolved density field. This strong cross-
correlation results in an under-prediction of 21-cm power on these
scales. The converse is true of the MF07 scheme, which although
using discrete source halos, paints entire filtered regions as ionized,
thus under-predicting the cross-correlation of the ionization and
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ical quantities at high-z are uncertain, and we do not really know
how robust is the assumption of TS " T! even during the early
stages of reionization. Therefore, for many applications, especially
parameter studies, it is important to compute the spin temperature
field. Unfortunately, there is currently no numerical simulation that
includes the computationally expensive radiative transfer of both
X-rays and Ly" photons from atomically or molecularly cooled
sources required to compute TS numerically (though see the re-
cent work of Baek et al. 2010, who perform RT simulations on a
small subset of sources, withM !
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directly compare our spin temperature fields to numerical simula-
tions.

Our derivations in this section are similar to other semi-
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et al. (2009), we do not explicitly resolve the halo field as an inter-
mediary step. Instead we operate directly on the evolved density
fields, using excursion set formalism to estimate the mean num-
ber of sources inside spherical shells corresponding to some higher
redshift. As discussed above, bypassing the halo field allows the
code to be faster, with modest memory requirements. Below we go
through our formalism in detail.

The spin temperature can be written as (e.g. Furlanetto et al.
2006):

T"1
S =

T"1
! + x"T"1

" + xcT
"1
K

1 + x" + xc
(5)

where TK is the kinetic temperature of the gas, and T" is the color
temperature, which is closely coupled to the kinetic gas tempera-
ture, T" # TK (Field 1959). There are two coupling coefficients
in the above equation. The collisional coupling coefficient can be
written as:
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whereA10 = 2.85$10"15 s"1 is the spontaneous emission coeffi-
cient, nHI, ne, and np are the number density of neutral hydrogen,
free electrons, and protons respectively, and #HH

1"0(TK), #eH
1"0(TK),

and #pH
1"0(TK) are taken from Zygelman (2005), Furlanetto &

Furlanetto (2007), and Furlanetto & Furlanetto (2007), respec-
tively. The Wouthuysen-Field (Wouthuysen 1952; Field 1958; WF)
coupling coefficient can be written as:

x" = 1.7 $ 1011(1 + z)"1S"J" , (7)

where S" is a correction factor of order unity involving detailed
atomic physics, and J" is the Lyman " background flux in units
of pcm"2 s"1 Hz"1 sr"1. We compute T" and S" according to
Hirata (2006).

According to the above equations, there are two main fields
governing the spin temperature: (1) the kinetic temperature of the
gas, TK(x, z), and (2) the Ly" background, J"(x, z). We address
these in §3.1 and §3.2, respectively.

3.1 The Kinetic Temperature

3.1.1 Evolution Equations

To calculate the kinetic temperature, one must keep track of the in-
homogeneous heating history of the gas. We begin by writing down
the evolution equation for TK(x, z) and the local ionized fraction in
the “neutral” (i.e. outside of the ionized regions discussed in § 2.2)
IGM, xe(x, z):
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where nb = n̄b,0(1 + z#)3[1 + !nl(x, z#)] is the total (H +
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which is default in 21cmFAST 13. On smaller-scales, MF07 pre-
dicts too much power, while 21cmFAST under-predicts the power.
It was shown in Zahn et al. (2010) that the FFRT ionization algo-
rithm used in 21cmFAST over-predicts the correlation of the ion-
ization and density fields on small scales, due to the fact that it
operates directly on the evolved density field. This strong cross-
correlation results in an under-prediction of 21-cm power on these
scales. The converse is true of the MF07 scheme, which although
using discrete source halos, paints entire filtered regions as ionized,
thus under-predicting the cross-correlation of the ionization and
density fields. The optimal configuration for accurately estimat-
ing the 21-cm signal semi-numerically is the FFRT-S scheme dis-
cussed in Zahn et al. (2010), set as default in the publicly-available
DexM14.

Most importantly, the model uncertainties of the semi-
numerical schemes are smaller than the evolution due to reion-
ization over a range !x̄HI ! 0.2. Therefore, one might naively
predict that the semi-numerical schemes are accurate enough to es-
timate x̄HI from the power spectra to± !

< 0.1, or even better if the
behavior of the models are understood. However, there are many as-
trophysical uncertainties associated with prescriptions for sources
and sinks of ionizing photons during the epoch of reionization, and
it will likely be these which regulate the achievable constraints on
x̄HI. Therefore it is imperative for models to be fast and be able
to span large regions of parameter space. A single 21cmFAST re-
alization of the !Tb fields shown in this section (generated from
15363 ICs) takes ! 30 minutes to compute on a single-processor
computer.

3 THE SPIN TEMPERATURE

We now relax the requirement in §2 of TS " T! , and derive the full
21-cm brightness temperature offset from eq. (1), including the spin
temperature field. As mentioned previously, models predict that the
heating epoch concluded well before the bulk of reionization, at
z " 10 (Furlanetto 2006; Chen & Miralda-Escudé 2008; Santos
et al. 2008; Baek et al. 2009). However, the second generation 21-
cm interferometers, such as SKA, might be able to peek into this
high-redshift regime of the dark ages. Furthermore, the astrophys-
ical quantities at high-z are uncertain, and we do not really know
how robust is the assumption of TS " T! even during the early
stages of reionization. Therefore, for many applications, especially
parameter studies, it is important to compute the spin temperature
field. Unfortunately, there is currently no numerical simulation that
includes the computationally expensive radiative transfer of both
X-rays and Ly" photons from atomically or molecularly cooled
sources required to compute TS numerically (though see the re-
cent work of Baek et al. 2010, who perform RT simulations on a
small subset of sources, withM !

> 1010M!). Therefore we cannot
directly compare our spin temperature fields to numerical simula-
tions.

Our derivations in this section are similar to other semi-
analytic models (Furlanetto 2006; Pritchard & Furlanetto 2007;

generated directly on the same scale 2563 grids show similar shot noise
upturns in power on these scales (see Fig. 7 in Zahn et al. 2010).
13 Note that the FFRT results shown here are not precisely analogous to
those in Zahn et al. (2010), since there the evolved density field was taken
from an N-body simulation, where in 21cmFAST, we self-consistently gen-
erate the density field according to §2.1.
14 http://www.astro.princeton.edu/ mesinger/DexM.html
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it will likely be these which regulate the achievable constraints on
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how robust is the assumption of TS " T! even during the early
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sources required to compute TS numerically (though see the re-
cent work of Baek et al. 2010, who perform RT simulations on a
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> 1010M!). Therefore we cannot
directly compare our spin temperature fields to numerical simula-
tions.
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where S" is a correction factor of order unity involving detailed
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of pcm"2 s"1 Hz"1 sr"1. We compute T" and S" according to
Hirata (2006).
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Wouthuysen-Field (WF)	

uses the Lyα background	

effective soon after the first sources ignite	


The spin temperature approaches the kinetic temperature if either coefficient is high.	

Otherwise, the spin temperature approaches the CMB temperature: NO SIGNAL!	




What do the temperatures do?	

Tγ – CMB temperature decreases as (1+z)	

TK – coupled to the CMB at high z ~>250. Then after 

decoupling adiabatically cools as ~(1+z)2. When first 
astrophysical sources ignite, they heat the IGM through 
their X-rays. 	


	




Global evolution: TS, TK, TCMB	


collisional coupling	


WF coupling	


emission	
 absorption	




Global evolution: dTb	


Main stages:	
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Global evolution: dTb	


Main stages:	

•  Collisional coupling (z>~100)	

•  Collisional decoupling (25<z<100)	

•  WF coupling (Lyα pumping)	

•  IGM heating (X-rays)	

•  Reionization	


Likely overlap!	




http://homepage.sns.it/mesinger/21cm_fiducial.mov	




dTb Power spectra	


z	


WF coupling	
X-ray heating	
reionization	


generic 3 peaked evolution 	

of large-scale power	

	

Highest peak is always X-ray 
heating.	
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How does WDM affect signal?	


•  From its suppression of halo abundances, the 
relevant epochs are delayed, and then accelerated	


Sitwell+, in prep	




But this is degenerate with star formation	


•  Best bet is high-z regime (heating epoch)	

•  For mx > 5keV, we must know astrophysics to better than a factor of 2	

•  For mx > 3keV, order of magnitude is sufficient	


Sitwell+ in prep	




How does WDM affect signal?	


•  From its suppression of halo abundances, the 
relevant epochs are delayed, and then accelerated	


•  Can contribute to the epoch of IGM heating 
through WDM particle decay (or through 
annihilations for CDM)	


but also…	


Thermal history pre-reionization is a powerful probe	




DM heating can affect the global signal	
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(WF coupling)	
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DM heating 
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absorption trough	

(degenerate with 
more abundant X-
rays)	


DM heating is 
slower than X-ray 
heating (extremely 
weakly degenerate 
with astro!)	

	

AND	


Valdes+2013	

annihilation heating computed with MEDEA2 (Evoli+)	




DM heating has a more exciting impact on 
21cm power-spectra	
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FIG. 3: Evolution of the 21cm power at k = 0.1 h Mpc!1.

21cmFAST to generate the reionization and heating sce-
nario. We vary astrophysical parameters, looking for gen-
eral trends and physical insight. summarize our results
as follows.
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DM heating is more uniform than 
astrophysical à heating peak is LOWEST of 

the three	


This cannot be reproduced with astrophysics	
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IGM heating	

(first BH, DM)	
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spin T coupling	
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Rich physics of the early Universe	

1st gen.: LOFAR, MWA, PAPER	




Cosmology:	  
DM	  hea/ng,	  BAO,	  ma5er	  power	  spectrum	  

2nd gen.: SKA, LUNAR	

(see upcoming SKAI WB)	


reionization	


spin T coupling	

(first stars)	


Rich physics of the early Universe	


IGM heating	

(first BH, DM)	




Conclusions	


•  The early Universe is a great test-bed for models involving a suppression of 
small-scale power, like WDM	


•  Challenge in disentangling signal from uncertain astrophysics: look for robust 
probes/techniques	


•  Lensed galaxies have the potential to offer the most robust constraints, without 
any astrophysics!  Current limits from CLASH: mx > 1 keV	


•  GRBs offer improved statistics, at the cost of some astrophysical modeling.  
Swift 5yr data sets very conservative limits of mx > 1.6-1.8 keV	


•  The most powerful upcoming probe of the early Universe will be the 
cosmological 21cm line, including both astrophysical and cosmological 
components	


–  We need efficient modeling tools to interpret data:  21cmFAST	

–  The evolution of the signal would be delayed and more rapid in WDM models	

–  The additional heating from some models of WDM decay and DM annihilation can have a 

robust, unique footprint: (i) slower evolution; (ii) much more uniform with very little power on 
large (k~0.1/Mpc) scales	


–  Italy is a founding member of SKA!  We have the responsibility to support the rich science 
returns.	



